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Why the God of Israel loves women and other religious systems hate them? By Rabbi 
Simon Altaf Hakohen 
 
Written: 6, Oct 2016 
 
Removing Myth and Error 
 
Terms: 
 
Torah – These are the first five books in the Bible written by Moses (Genesis, Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy contained in every Christian Bible but vastly 
ignored by Christians) – Since Torah is instruction in Rabbinic understanding it can 
encompass all the books up to Malachi 
 
Tanak (Scriptures from Beresheeth (Genesis) to Divre Ha Yamim Bet (Second Chronicles) 
 
YHWH - The four letters of the sacred name of God. 
 
HTHS – All quotes using the Hidden-Truths Hebraic Scrolls unless otherwise indicated, 
this can be acquired from Amazon or www.african-israel.com.  
 
 
Unfortunately whichever way we dice it or slice it, it is self evident that women are 
hated in many cultures. They are relegated to the kitchen or the four walls of a house. 
At worst they are made to cover in such a way that they even lose their identity of who 
they are. 
 
You find in Islamic culture in some parts of the world such as Afghanistan women are 
made to wear burkas, a dress that covers the head and the entire body, you cannot see 
her face, hands or even feet. You may be lucky to see her hands if she does not wear 
gloves.  This is extreme forms of misogynist attitude in this man-made religious systems. 
 
In Judaism the women are relegated to the home and kitchen. However Judaism has 
come some way to addressing the issue of women being able to study and to be free 
but never the less it is far from ideal in some places. Liberal Judaism has made inroads at 
addressing the issues but even it needs to go a long way yet. 
 
Christendom is as bad as its peers in that it too has a culture of repression going back to 
its inception with the so called Pauline invention of Christendom.  In most countries 
where there are Christian women they are also more or less suppressed, stopped from 
reaching positions of clergy and kept at bay. Look at the fight going on in the Anglican 
Churches about women bishops. In fact our ancient women were teachers but not 
above their husband’s and teachers of the Torah but under their covering they could 
teach. 
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Christendom’s Achilles heels is the false self acclaimed apostle Paul and his error prone 
letters which are used to this day to suppress women and keep them silent in and out of 
churches! 
 

1 Co 14:34 (KJV) Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not 
permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience, 
as also saith the law. 

 
From this Christians get its marching orders not to allow women to take authority while 
this is a false theology in the letters of Paul as I shall prove to you. This is actually anti-
Torah not to permit women to speak. 
 
Now the Torah does command women to cover their heads in a suitable manner and to 
wear dress that is suitable according to our custom and norm when they pray but 
otherwise single women do not have to cover their heads outside and married women 
do need to cover it to show the distinction of marriage unless their husband’s decide 
otherwise. Normally our ladies did not wear trousers however it's not so simple as our 
ancient dress code both for men and women were non trousers so the question never 
really arose...Today they can wear trousers in the gentile culture. The clothing has to be 
modest at least. So if it covers your top and bottom it would fall in the modest category. 
 
The halacha states that if you are in a country where the women culturally dress with 
trousers then the women are allowed to dress with trousers. Where women dress with 
skirts then women are allowed to wear skirts and shirts. An example of that is in Britain 
where women are allowed to wear trousers so according to Halacha women can wear 
trousers. In Egypt traditionally some women have worn skirts so women can wear skirts. 
 
We do not have a halacha of women wearing mini skirts. If men want to dress their 
wives in mini skirts in the confines of their homes that is entirely up to them, what you 
do in your home is your personal issue. However outside in public places in our Torah 
culture the dress is of modest apparel and has been throughout the ages wherever the 
Jews have lived. Just take a look at Africa where the Israelites were prior to their slavery 
they dressed in long traditional dresses that were suitable even for kings and queens. 
 
During Feb 26, 2014 in Uganda a law was passed that homosexuals were banned from 
their practices and would be put in jails if found to be in such practices. We cannot 
cover the extent of this law or same gender marriages. However the Torah is clear that 
the role of marriage incorporated man and woman. The Torah did not permit 
homosexuality and the God of Israel commanded us to remove them from the land of 
Israel or in the case of someone wanting to continue to live in the set-apart land and 
continue in it would be a penalty of death.  The Ugandans were also harassing women 
who were wearing mini skirts.  
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This by the way is anti-Torah since if you consider the Torah is not for gentiles but for 
Hebrews. That may be a shock to you that how can women be allowed to wear mini 
skirts outside. Simple they are gentiles and the Torah is not for gentiles unless they have 
converted to our way of life. Hence for the gentiles they are permitted to live like that. 
 
The Torah cannot be forced upon people and neither can Torah's modesty laws on the 
gentiles who refused to keep the Torah. So Torah is really for Israel and its people only. 

 
We'Yikra (Lev) 18:22  
You shall not lie with men, as with women: it defiles ritually.1 
 
  From this verse we understand that it is not permitted for Israelites to have 
homosexual Temple prostitutes so the verse in context is regarded to the service of the 
Temple. 
 
We are not homosexual haters and we are not commanded to do mob justice as has 
happened in Uganda. We do not approve of such behavior. If gentiles want to live in a 
particular way they should be left alone. Each person is accountable to God whether he 
believes God exists or not, death and aging is very real and comes to all men and 
women. Try defying that. We all wear out like a piece of cloth so no technology can 
reverse our aging process or stop us dying hence this life is only really a test for the next 
life to begin which will be of a much longer and permanent duration. 
 
Any extra judicial killings in such regards are not only violations of Torah but also human 
dignity irrespective of someone’s lifestyle. 
  
What about Leviticus 20:13 
 
Wa'yikra (Lev) 20:13 13  
If a man also lie with a man, as he lies with a woman, both of them have committed 
Ritual Defilement:2 they shall surely be put to death;3 their blood shall be upon them. 

                                                
1 This prohibition only applied to Israel not to make Temple Prostitutes, it is not applied whole sale to 
Homosexuality as many do today. The context is the Tent that was used for worship that no Israelite was to 
act as a Temple Prostitute and actually has nothing to do with the lifestyle of the same gender individuals 
today who engage in it for different reasons. One of the other reasons is that all Israelites were to produce 
children through marriage, while in the gentile homosexual community today such people cannot produce 
children living with the same sex but they have nothing to do with being Temple prostitutes hence the 
application that most religious authorities apply does not hold true. Many homosexual individuals also have 
regular marriages with females where they have produced Children before they go to reveal their likeness to 
the same gender sex, which also rules this out as applicable. Many also mistakenly believe that Sodom and 
Gomorrah were destroyed for Homosexuality. This is also not true, these cities were destroyed for injustice, 
see Ezek 16:49. The act of Homosexuality was never mentioned. The ancient word To'ebah was translated 
into the Greek as Bdelygma during the 3rd Century BCE, which meant it was a ritual violation to do with in 
the context of the Temple/Tabernacle worship. So it means do not bring male prostitutes into your place of 
worship. There are many other words that can be used for a moral violation least being To'ebah. 
2 Only in regards to Temple prostitution. 
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The commandment is to kill both the homosexual men. However this command is not 
active today and was practiced in the land of Israel only and only at a time when there 
was a functioning Sanhedrin and Beyth Din of judges. The case has to be decided by 
twenty three judges of which now have no ability to do so. Therefore to kill men who 
practice such a lifestyle would be quite ill, wrong and even unjust.  Homosexuality 
existed in Egypt long ago but we find no Torah law was executed upon them when the 
Israelites lived in Egypt. One should then understand that with Torah justice this brings 
us responsibility too. We are not Christians who are commanded to act as a mob like 
they are doing in Uganda by start burning men and women. This is foolish gentile 
behaviour we must steer clear of such behaviour. They also acted their mobish 
behaviour when they persecuted and killed the slaves with one bible in their hand while 
practicing their hatred, today they speak of their phony love, see movies such as "12 
Years a slave" and "Django". 
 
We'Yikra (Lev) 20:2  
Again, You shall say to the children of Y’sra’el, Whosoever he be of the children of 
Y’sra’el, or of the strangers that sojourn in Y’sra’el, that gives any of his children as 
sacrifice to Molech; he shall surely be put to death: the people of the land shall stone 
him with stones. 
 
We were also told to put to death those that sacrifice their children to false gods such as 
Molech. 
 
We cannot act upon these commands in the diaspora in the absence of the Sanhedrin in 
Jerusalem as it's suspended in the nations because it's not safe to do so and it actually 
does not fulfil the requirements of the Torah law. The only way this could be acted in 
the nations would be if we have a Torah government with a king ruling in Israel who also 
has rule all over the world and Torah in the nations. In that scenario this could be acted 
upon but the ruling and authority would still have to come from Israel to do so in which 

                                                                                                                                            
3 The punishment of homosexuality was only applied to Israelites who were prohibited to act as Temple 
Prostitutes and not to the nations. See Lev 18:22. This has nothing to do with the nations doing the same 
gender acts! Elohim would not only mention this twice if this was such a serious sin as most attest out of 
shear ignorant attitudes. The case in point of the Sabbath is mentioned at least 137 times in positive or a 
negative light, while this act of same gender relation is only mentioned a total of 2 times in the Torah. If 
this was a sin as the religious authorities described then let them prove why it only ever gets mentioned 
twice and why were they not honest to mention this only applies to Temple Prostitutes. Also one other 
question that needs to be asked where did the act start from? We are told in the Torah that Nephalim (Gen 
6:2) the malakhim that fell brought and taught the humans how to do these acts. If one was to agree the 
angels taught these acts to humans then who is to blame for this? There are transvestite born that have 
impairment not due to their own fault so should they also be put to death? Also we have seen births of 
hermaphrodite, again not by one's own volition, these people are the creation of Elohim so one must 
exercise mercy and not judgement. Often the religious world is wrong so be careful how to make a 
judgment upon such people that you not be found guilty of injustice, the very sin Sodom and Gomorrah 
were destroyed for. 
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a lower court that was approved by Jerusalem would operate in each country that 
would have the authority to make decisions. 
 
We'Yikra (Lev) 20:27  
A man also or woman that is a medium4, or that is a soothsayer, shall surely be put to 
death: they shall stone them with stones: their blood shall be upon them. 
 
We were commanded to put mediums and sorcerers to death once again only in the 
land of Y'sra'el. As you know when the Puritans acted these things out when they went 
to America, the Salem witch trials 1692-1693 in Massachusetts this only caused vast 
amounts of injustice to the people in America.  
 
The Puritans were egotistical misfit Christians who left England as they could not act 
their foolish laws in England, rebelling against the King’s authority so they decided to 
head out to the US to take their rebellion there. They were under the rule of Charles I 
who was the son of King James I. Clearly Charles allowed religious freedom while the 
PURITANS wanted to put anyone to death who did not agree with them such was their 
foolish theology as seen acted out against the people living in America. Women became 
their prime target for misogyny. 
 
They were extremely ignorant and irresponsible kind of people who had no love for 
anyone who did not agree with them. Christians can act irrational when people do not 
agree with them try and see. I have had several people write to me how they have been 
maligned and mistreated after they have renounced false Christian dogma. 
 
The Harlem witch trials are famous for such acts and Christians need to go and seek 
forgiveness for their sins they committed there. I am certain many women there put to 
death were innocent of the crimes. This is just one of the black marks on Christianity 
other then the dozens’ of injustices they have committed around the world in past 
times. 
 
As I explained when our people lived in Egypt, they had false worship around them and 
homosexuality including mediums but we did not put people to death as these 
particular commands were not operating for gentiles and did not apply to gentiles. So if 
England passes a law to allow same gender marriage so what? Why should we care and 
create a scene? The gentiles are allowed to do so as they are not in Torah.  So if a 
Ugandan woman is wearing a mini skirt and you want to strip her down shame on you 
for removing her clothes you have no right to do such an act. The gentiles have the 
freedom to do what they please, if they want to wear mini skirts that's up to them. As I 
said Torah is for Israel, while the gentiles have no law and no redemption unless they 
convert to our way of living. This is why this puts all of Christendom outside the 

                                                
4 One claiming to talk to the dead 
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Kingdom too.  They can do their sing a ling dance outside of Y’sra’el and we will not be 
seeing them there. 
 
We do not have the authority to tell them what to do unless they come to us. However 
we were told not to follow after the practices of the nations. That is clear proof that we 
let the gentiles alone and do not enforce our laws upon them.  Take heed, the same 
applies today. 
 
The Torah laws are for Y'sra'elites and not for the nations. 
 
We do not do these things. What happens if one of our own does these things? At best 
we are to remove them from the camp and have no associations with them until they 
repent and return back to the Torah; we do not have the authority to put them to death 
today, remember no Sanhedrin or the necessary judges in Israel therefore no death 
penalty can be applied. 
 
The Torah is not silent about men in same gender roles. It does exact the punishment of 
death but for those that are living in Torah laws in the land and not for the gentiles 
outside of Israel. 
 
Therefore it would be quiet wrong for us to be become vigilantes in such cases.  
 
In the Torah laws a crime was only seen of a possessive nature. In other words if you 
own land someone else stole it or if you have a wife someone else had relations with 
her, you have a sister someone raped her, these are crimes that require consideration 
and punishment. 
 
Now clearly we cannot discuss this beyond the scope of this article but suffice is to say 
it's not our remit to force the Torah down the throats of people who do not want to 
obey it. If gentiles want to do their gentile practices we let them be in peace and mind 
our own business, if we can do that and operate the Torah with justice in our homes 
then we have done well and will get rescued by the God of Israel as he promised us. 
 
Coming back to the misogynist attitudes in the Arab culture their issues are to do with 
fear. They fear women so we find a woman is not permitted to drive in Saudi Arabia 
unless she is accompanied by a man. However in most other Muslim nations women are 
allowed to drive without a man. So Arabs fear women and try to suppress them. They 
want to hide them in the home and only bring them outside with complete head to toe 
covering which is another sign of fear.  Why do they fear women so much? It's because 
they fear losing their male powerbase, dominance and women somehow overruling 
them. 
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In Torah we do not fear our women and women are equal partners with us in our role of 
life. Without them we cannot continue. Women play very important roles of mother, 
sister, wife, and of course teacher which we shall look at next. 
 
Traditionally it is taught that women cannot become teachers and educators by Torah 
groups and large scale Christian doctrines and that women must be relegated to the 
four walls of a house and some will not allow them to become teachers. Others will 
cause them to hate themselves.  
 
Is this the right thing to do? 
 
No. Because the Torah gave women certain authority to be happy in their lives. They 
were meant to be the strength of the man and not his weakness! 
 
Women were shown to be more spiritual than men as we see in our Matriarchal mother 
Sarah. 
 
Beresheeth (Gen) 21:9-12  
And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Mitzri (Egyptian), whom she had birthed for 
Abraham, scoffing. 10 Therefore she said to Abraham, Cast out this maid and her son: 
for the son of this maid shall not be heir with my son, namely with Yts'hak. 11 And the 
matter was very displeasing in Abraham's sight because of his son. 12 But Elohim said to 
Abraham, Do not let it be displeasing in your sight because of your offspring, or because 
of your maid; whatever Sarah has said to you, listen to her voice; for in Yts'hak your 
descendants shall be called.  

  
YHWH tells Abraham to listen to the voice of Sarah when Sarah finds Y'shma'el scoffing 
at her son.  
 
So Abraham reluctantly listens, he does not want to until YHWH tells him to. 
 
Beresheeth (Gen) 21:14  
So Abraham rose early in the morning, and took Lakhem (bread), and a skin of mayim, 
and putting it on her shoulder, he gave it to Hagar, and the boy, and sent her away: and 
she departed, and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba. 
 
Hagar's son was ill and had a fever so Abraham gave water to them so that he does not 
get dehydrated. What a test for a father to send away his wife and the son who he 
loves. A very hard test indeed, Abraham loved Hagar but had to obey God. 
 
Abraham's wives were his strength but now he had to send one away and it was cutting 
him up inside but he knew he must be obedient to Abbah YHWH's voice. 
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Abraham did not have an ego issue to let his wife be right even though he was not 
incorrect but he yielded to YHWH's voice. 
 
How can it be that we shun women from teaching in Judaism when in fact we had a 
woman judge?  Devorah was a judge (Jud 4:4). 
 
Does it not bother anyone to read that? In spite of so many men being present in 
Y'sra'el there was not a single suitable man so Devorah was a judge and a prophetess 
who led Y’sra’el. 

In the words of the sage Maimonides: “‘The sages said: “Anyone who teaches his 
daughter Torah is as if he taught her lasciviousness!”  

Incredible misogynist attitude exited with people such as the Rambam.  This was the 
result of the time and how people saw women as nothing more than chattel. 

If these are the kind of people you uphold as educators of the Torah then is it any 
wonder women cannot get anywhere? 

He also said those women that study oral Torah have a reward but it's not like the 
reward of men as men were commanded to learn Torah and women were not. 

With all his oratory skills Rambam forgot that our women were ministering at the door 
of the Tabernacle! How scholars can become ignorant is fascinating. 
 
What about when we had the women ministering in the door of the tent of meeting. 

Shemoth (Exodus) 38:8  

He made the basin of bronze and its stand of bronze, from the mirrors of the 
ministering women who ministered in the entrance of the tent of meeting. 

It says from the mirrors of the ministering women. 
Let's analyze this. 
 
Mirrors: The women had mirrors so only rich women could afford mirrors in those days. 
 
Entrance of the Tent - They were at the Entrance and they would be the first to greet 
men and women coming in. 
 
Their role would be to make sure men and women's attire were correct. No one would 
have got in without head coverings, shoes being removed and of course women coming 
in would have women type questions like niddah and other discharges that they would 
not allow in either. 
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They would have asked everyone to remove their shoes and sandals etc to put them to 
one side. 
 
No bad dress design in the Temple or Tent of meeting. 
 
YHWH saw fit to use their mirrors which formed part of the bronze laver with which 
people would wash their hands and feet with which means these women were valued 
by YHWH. 
 
So the mirrors would reflect back to the person what they were. This means the women 
teachers would also have sufficient Torah knowledge to give guidance. They may not be 
Torah experts but would have had sufficient running Torah knowledge to guide on the 
spot. We need to remember thousands upon thousands people came to the worship in 
the Tent totaling anywhere over a million marker of adults both males and females. 
 
From this we can begin to understand that Y'sra'elite women were not relegated to the 
kitchen or the four walls of a house. In fact we are told that the Proverbs 31 woman was 
an entrepreneur who made sure the husband's other wives were taken care of and 
everything in the household was in order. She was no lay about or stuck in a house. 
 
Mishle (Pro) 31:15-17  
She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to her household, and a portion to her 
maidens. 16 She considers a field, and buys it: with the fruit of her hands she plants a 
vineyard. 17 She girds her loins with strength, and strengthens her arms. 
 
Please note was “girding your loins” or preparing for a heavy task a man's role? This is 
the stereotype. These stereotypes die hard. In our society today women do all the roles 
like driving a bus, flying a plane but a woman is not by design able to do heavy work 
such as work on a building site, lifting heavy loads but never the less some women do 
have the strength to do this work as well but its not necessary for them to prove it. 
 
While a woman equally would be and should be the strength of the man, she undergirds 
her husband with her strengths and does not argue over roles. Her role is a very 
important, delicate and nurturing role.  She came out of the side bones of a man this is a 
correction to the popular error that she came from a single rib. 
 
Beresheeth (Gen) 2:21 (HTHS)  
And YHWH Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall upon Ahdahm, and he slept: and he took 
Akhat of his side bones, and closed up the flesh there; 
 
So once we correct ourselves we start seeing women in a different category. They are 
no longer inferior to us and no longer just pieces of furniture or flesh. A woman should 
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be involved in every aspect with a husband. Normally the decisions are made by the 
husband as the head but she should be involved in the input to that decision fully. 
 
She should be involved in business and other things necessary to nurture and stabilise a 
family. A husband should not sit around while the wife becomes the sole provider but 
they should both work things out so that the load is equally shared while ideally for 
spiritual growth the husband should always lead unless he is poor at leading. A husband 
need not feel ashamed of cooking in the kitchen neither of washing dishes etc. These 
are not women roles as popularly taught. In fact when Adam was alone he had no one 
else to cook for him nor clean for him, he had to go and fetch the food from the trees 
and fields and he cleaned his own little dwelling place until his second wife Chava (Eve). 
 
So if you are a wife you are the strength and not the weakness. 
 
You need to be involved in everything home and outside to help your husband as much 
as you can. If your husband is away you are the sole caretaker of the home and his 
business affairs. 
 
So let this myth be removed from this day that the women are only relegated furniture 
inside the four walls of the house. 
 
A woman is very important for a man in a love relationship. She is to cater for her 
husband when he comes home from work. If both parties work then both can help each 
other. Who is to say a man cannot caress, cuddle his wife and if she is tired give her a 
massage?  If he is on the receiving end he can also be on the giving end too as both are 
parts of a unit called family. A man must show love to his wife unless she has done 
something wrong that he feels distasteful about it. 
 
So we can now see that women are important pieces of the cog. 
 
Sarach bat Asher relate story - story she was alive during King David's time. 
 
Sarach Bat Asher was a wise woman during the time of Moses. When Moses did not 
know where the coffin of Yosef was hidden, it was Sarach that told Moses that the coffin 
was hidden in the Nile in a lead coffin and that is where he could find it. For her 
faithfulness Sarach Bat Asher lived even during King David's reign. Some suggest it may 
be another descendant of hers but she was around. 
 
 
May the God of Y'sra'el guide you and increase those of you who obey His 
Torah. 
Rabbi Simon Altaf Hakohen 
For groundbreaking articles… www.african-israel.com. 
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TRUTH UNLEASHED BUT CAN YOU HANDLE IT? 
For further questions either call or write to africanysrael@yahoo.com. 
For USA; African-Israel,8111 Mainland, Suite 104-152, San Antonio, Texas, 
78240, USA Tel 1-210-827-3907 
 
For contact with Rabbi Simon Altaf Hakohen email shimoun63@yahoo.com 
For weekly Shabbat Torah teachings join us in Paltalk 10am Eastern time/3pm 
UK time under the category of Judaism called Israel Torah Protectors. 
www.african-israel.com/paltalk.html 
 
For youtube teachings please go to www.youtube.com/simalt. 
For books 
 
http://www.african-israel.com/Books/books.html 
www.lulu.com/simalt 
The Hidden Truths Hebraic Scrolls Tanak or Complete Bible can be ordered at 
the URL below. www.african-israel.com. Note the excellent translation of bible 
which reflects our mission to Africa and to Israel worldwide and the true 
genetic Hebrews mentioned in the bible who live in the western word such as 
in Europe, Americas and in the Caribbean islands including many other 
countries like Brazil, India, Iran and Pakistan.  
 


